1. WELCOME

As we gather in our Sh’ma group, may we honor the values of our Jewish tradition. May we bring compassion, insight, and wisdom to our learning and conversation. May we recognize the Divine Image in one another, and let that awareness be reflected in our words and actions.

Baruch atah Adonai, Eloheinu Melech Ha’olam, asher kidshanu b’mitzvotav, v’tzi-vanu la’asok b’tzorkhay tzibur.

Blessed are You, Adonai our God, Source of All, who has made us holy with your mitzvot and instructed us to engage deeply with our community.
Before we begin, let’s review the *brit*—the covenant—that animates our time together:

**Accountability:** I’ll show up to our agreed upon times: (weekly, bi-weekly, tri-weekly, monthly). I’ll let the Guide know the (good) reason I will be absent. I will also be punctual and respect everyone’s time. If I am late I will enter quietly so as not to disturb the conversation.

**Presence:** When we’re together, I’ll be present and mindful. I will listen and share. Life (and our mobile devices) offers many distractions, but I will stay present and engaged.

**Double Confidentiality:** I’ll maintain complete confidentiality. What I hear and say stays here. It means that even when I see group members in another context, like at temple or in the neighborhood, I will not initiate a conversation on what has been shared.

**Vulnerability:** I’ll stretch myself to be as open and honest as possible with my perspectives and experiences in order to create a safe environment that might encourage others to take risks as well.

**Respect:** I will remember that all of us are here for a common purpose and assume good faith in one another. I will respect and acknowledge everyone in my group.

**No Fixing, Advising, Saving or Setting Straight:** I will give each person the gift of true attention without trying to “solve their problem.” I will only give advice when explicitly asked.

**Listening:** I will listen deeply, thoughtfully, without cynicism or judging and focus entirely on the person who is speaking.

**Sharing:** I will share in the first person to speak my own truth. I will express my viewpoint without attacking or criticizing others’ truth. I understand that some of us are talkers, while some of us are quieter. I’ll be aware not to dominate discussions, to balance how much I’m talking with how much I’m listening, and encourage everyone to participate.

**Curiosity:** Judaism is a religion of exploration; of big questions more than answers. I will get the most out of my group by being open to our discussions and the people around me.

**Ownership:** This is our Sh’ma Group. This is our community to create. While we have guidelines and suggestions, it is ours to shape and form. We will get out of it what we put into it.

---

**2. ASK AND SHARE**

Welcome, and thank you for joining our conversation. Please tell us about an important teacher in your life. You can use the space below to make some notes to yourself.
3. LEARN

What is learning? Often times we talk about learning in terms of skills: we study so that we can pass a test, so that we can earn a degree, so that we can get a job, so that we can make money and buy the things we need and want. Political leaders frequently invoke this idea of learning as a means to economic competitiveness. Learning means mastering knowledge, remembering facts and rules. It means putting stuff into our heads, like the Far Side cartoon to the right.

But there are other traditions about learning. “The capacity of knowledge is present in everyone’s soul,” Plato writes in the Republic. “That’s what Education should be, the art of turning the soul.” For Plato, as for many philosophers, theologians, and great teachers, learning is not something we do simply for our ability to translate what we’ve learned into dollars and cents. Learning is something we do innately, because we are human beings. Learning leads us deeper into life. Learning is its own reward.

Learning can take place with our minds. But our minds are part of our bodies, and our bodies learn along with our minds. What have we learned, not only with our brains, with with our hands and hearts? In this sense, learning involves discipline—the way an athlete or a musician learns to play, or how all of us learn to do all the things we do with our bodies, from eating, walking and speaking, to making love, caring for children, and aging. Learning happens in the dimensions of mind, body, and soul.

The poet Julia Kasdorf shares some of what she has learned so far in life in her poem, “What I Learned From My Mother.” Please read it together.

What I Learned From My Mother
By Julia Kasdorf

I learned from my mother how to love
the living, to have plenty of vases on hand
in case you have to rush to the hospital
with peonies cut from the lawn, black ants still stuck to the buds. I learned to save jars large enough to hold fruit salad for a whole grieving household, to cube home-canned pears and peaches, to slice through maroon grape skins and flick out the sexual seeds with a knife point. I learned to attend viewings even if I didn’t know the deceased, to press the moist hands of the living, to look in their eyes and offer sympathy, as though I understood loss even then. I learned that whatever we say means nothing, what anyone will remember is that we came. I learned to believe I had the power to ease awful pains materially like an angel. Like a doctor, I learned to create from another’s suffering my own usefulness, and once you know how to do this, you can never refuse. To every house you enter, you must offer healing: a chocolate cake you baked yourself, the blessing of your voice, your chaste touch.


**Interpretive Questions:**
- What are the lessons that Kasdorf articulates having learned from her mother?
- Is there a deeper wisdom underneath some of the more concrete lessons she mentions? If so, what? What does she mean when she writes, “I learned to create/from another’s suffering my own usefulness, and once/you know how to do this, you can never refuse”?
- How did Kasdorf learn these lessons? What was the means of teaching? Did her mother intend to teach all the lessons that she learned?

**Reflective Questions:**
- What people or events have been your greatest teachers? What did that teaching look like?
- How do you know when you’ve really learned something?
- What have been some of the most important lessons you’ve learned so far? How did you learn them?
- What do you hope to learn in the future?
4. PERSPECTIVES FROM JEWISH TRADITION

How do these questions look through a Jewish lens? Here are a few texts—one from the Babylonian Talmud (redacted in the 5th century C.E.), one by Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik (1903-1993) and one from our traditional liturgy—that might offer some other possibilities for thinking about learning. Please read them aloud together. You need not discuss all of the texts; feel free to choose those that speak to you. These texts are merely tools for reflecting on your own stories and experiences. Please use them in a way that organically continues or deepens the conversation you have been having so far.

These are the precepts whose fruits a person enjoys in this world but whose principal remains intact for them in the world to come. They are: honor due to father and mother, acts of kindness, early attendance at the house of study morning and evening, hospitality to guests, visiting the sick, providing for a bride, escorting the dead, absorption in prayer, bringing peace between human beings – and the study of Torah is equivalent to them all.

--Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 127a

- What does it mean that a person may enjoy the fruits of certain acts in this world, but retains their principal in the world to come?
- Why do you think these are the precepts noted to have special merit?
- How do these precepts compare to the lessons that Julia Kasdorf learned from her mother?
- Why does the Talmud suggest that the study of Torah is equivalent to them all?

I start shiur (class). I don’t know what the conclusion will be. Whenever I start the shiur, the door opens, another old man walks in and sits down. He is the grandfather of the Rav [that is to say, of Rabbi Soloveitchik himself], his name is Rav Hayyim Brisker, without whom you cannot learn nowadays. The door opens quietly again and another old man walks in. He is older than Rav Hayyim. He lived in the 17th century.... More visitors show up, some from 11th, 12th, 13th centuries, some from antiquity: Rabbi Akiva, Rashi, Rabbenu Tam, the Ra’avad, the Rashba, more and more come in. What do I do? I introduce them to my pupils and the dialogue commences. The Rambam says something and the Ra’avad disagrees: sometimes it’s very nasty; the Ra’avad uses very sharp language. A [student] jumps up to defend the Rambam against the Ra’avad and the [student] is fresh. You know how young [students] are. He uses improper language so I correct him... I try to analyze what the young [student] meant... another [student] intervenes... we call upon Rabbenu Tam to express his opinion and suddenly a
symposium of generations comes into existence. Generations, young boys—22 or 23—and my generation, the generation of Rav Hayyim Brisker... of Rabbenu Tam, Rav Hai Ga'on, Rabbi Akiva, and Rabbi Elazar, and Rabbi Tzvi Pittinsky... We all speak one language... We all chat. We all laugh. We all enjoy the company. We all pursue one goal.... This unity of generations, this march of centuries, this conversation of generations this dialogue between antiquity and present will finally bring the redemption of the Jew.

--Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik, “The First Jewish Grandfather.”

• How does Rabbi Soloveitchik describe Jewish learning?
• How is this different from—or similar to—other kinds of learning in your life?
• Does this description resonate with your own experience of studying Judaism?

This is an excerpt from Ahava Rabba, which is part of the traditional morning liturgy. It’s recited just before the Sh’má.

... O Merciful One, have mercy upon us, instill in our hearts the ability to understand and discern, to heed, learn, and teach, and to observe, perform and fulfill all the words of Your Torah with love.

• What kind of language is used to describe the process of “instilling in our hearts”? Why are there so many different verbs used?
• Does this description of learning resonate with your own experience of learning? Of learning certain kinds of things but not others?

Use the space below to write some notes to yourself.

Note for Facilitators: This is the heart of the conversation. Give people several minutes to prepare their thoughts. Then, if you would like, you can invite people to divide into pairs or triads and share their responses. Give them a good amount of time for this—10-20 minutes. It may be longer, depending on how much momentum they develop. Then reconvene in the large group and ask people to share from their small-group conversations.
A few tips on facilitation:
• The large-group debrief should take another 20-30 minutes.
• Begin by asking for a volunteer to share an insight from their conversation. You might begin by asking, “What came up?”
• When each person is done, thank them for their comment.
• Don’t feel a need to rush or to fill silences.
• If someone begins to monopolize the time, you might say, “I want to be sure that everyone has a chance to speak, so let’s try to make room for another person.”

For other ideas on facilitation, please refer to the AIR-IT guide at the end of this document. When you sense that the group has finished sharing its responses to these questions, invite people to share any further insights or reflections from the conversation, before moving to the conclusion.

5. DO

The question we asked in this conversation was, What have you learned so far? Those last two words, so far, remind us that learning is never done. It continues all the time. The traditional Jewish concept of heaven even extends learning beyond this life, as the ultimate reward in the afterlife is to study Torah with God. We never finish learning, and thus this conversation is never really over. We can return to it year after year, whether we’re formally in school or not. As Yogi Berra said, “Life is a learning experience, only if you learn.”

As we conclude the conversation, here are a few final questions to consider.
• What’s one insight that you’ve gained from this conversation?
• What is one action you might take, or practice you might try, before we meet next time, based on what you’re taking from this conversation?
• What’s one obstacle to taking that action? How can you overcome it? Who might you need help from in order to do so?
• What could we do together as a community based on what we talked about today?

Note for Facilitators: Give people a minute to reflect on the questions, then ask those who want to share to do so. When you sense that the group has finished sharing its responses to these questions, invite people to share any further insights or reflections from the conversation, before moving to the conclusion.
Use the space below to note your response to these questions.

[Blank space]

Thank you for being part of this conversation.
AIR-IT: A GUIDE TO FACILITATING CONVERSATION

A: ASK BIG QUESTIONS.

Big Questions are different than Hard Questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Big Question</th>
<th>Hard Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anyone can answer it.</td>
<td>Experts will answer it best.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example: “When have you been a stranger?”</td>
<td>Example: “What is the history of racism on campus and what can be done to promote greater inclusion?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focuses on wisdom and experience.</td>
<td>Focuses on intelligence and skill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example: “What’s the best advice you’ve ever received?”</td>
<td>Example: “Are human beings naturally good or evil?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses plain language.</td>
<td>Uses technical language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directed at a subject (me, you, us).</td>
<td>Directed at an object (it).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example: “What could we sacrifice to change the world?”</td>
<td>Example: “Is it better to cut spending or raise taxes to balance the federal budget?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opens up space and invites people in as participants</td>
<td>Closes space and leads people to feel like spectators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leads to sharing personal stories.</td>
<td>Leads to debates about truth claims.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasizes a both/and approach.</td>
<td>Emphasizes an either/or approach.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I: INVITE PERSONAL STORIES.

Big questions lead to sharing personal stories. The facilitator acts to support this by:
Creating the space (physical, intellectual, emotional, spiritual) of trust in which these stories can be shared and honored.

Weaving: Summarize, reflect back, and keep the stories and observations tethered to the big question. This helps the group to maintain integrity and not feel that it is fragmenting or fraying.

R: REALLY LISTEN.

Ask Big Questions conversations are marked by real listening. The facilitator’s reflecting back and weaving is crucial to this. Participants should be able to answer questions like: “What did so-and-so say? What do you think they meant when they said it? What did it evoke in you?”

IT: USE INTERPRETIVE THINGS.

Ask Big Questions conversations often use a text, poem, artwork, song, natural object or other “interpretive thing” to help center the conversation and create a common point of access for all participants.
QUESTIONS TO ASK WHEN PREPARING FOR A DISCUSSION

WHERE?
Does the place where you’re having the conversation create a space in which people can feel safe?
Is it a closed space? Does it have a door you can close to ensure privacy and confidentiality when needed?
What can you do to make the space visually appealing or lovely? Does it have windows to let in light? Do you want to play some music?
Can everyone sit comfortably in a circle?

WHEN?
Are you scheduling the conversation at a time when everyone can be physically awake and present?
Will people be hungry? Will you provide food or drink?
Will they be tired or sleepy after a meal?
How long will the conversation be?
How will you break up the time if necessary?

WHO AND HOW?
• Do you need to make any special arrangements for people with special needs (i.e. physical disabilities)?
• How will you have everyone introduce themselves? (Big Questions are great for introductions!)
• How will you close the conversation?

WHAT ABOUT YOU?
What will you do to get yourself ready?